Thurs. June 21, 1831

My dear Brother,

This morning, and yesterday is connected as before your letter. You have taken an important step, in committing Maturation to one in your house. You should arrange to have a good woman servant in your house, as soon as practicable. One in whom you can depend, to do the principal work, to lay your table, and attend to your household affairs in your absence. She should be under the direction of your wife, and your child. But you must avoid difficulties by providing against them beforehand. Your wife must learn to understand her position, and that her duty is to her young husband. Of course, she is not to be under the direction of your child. Of course, she is living without her husband. You want a good servant, beyond all others. I know from previous habits as well as any one.
With the same care and precision that you would for Company, you can then serve fruits, cakes, vegetables, and Habs, constituted generally in the custom of always having things done thing gently, give a polite to one, warming every where, and needy a polished household, Cane's every day habit designed to suit all for the kitchen to state of Ash (the) will be carried unconsciously into the harbored, and betray loosenships in Euro from where it is not practiced. It is just as easy to introduce punctuality and a gentle arrangement in your meals, and your servant's work, at any other. And it is far more satisfactory and agreeable than the little thing in domestic matters, too small to deserve a man's attention, because domestic economy is made up of small matters. And among these divisions, labor is important, and domestic, but that is what he has to be well defined. He must be content - you have only one life to live here, and it is your duty to live that life, as agreeably as possible. It is as cheap to do as well as well. In every sense, one of a law and order, to hunt upon my degrees to be thoroughly and distinctly understood. One must take it that there is a good reason for it. Servants must be taught their duties. And the best servants, are those who comprehend their wishes, do not do them. 

Hann phil be Emperor of the French - And I am ready to be a slave. You have left me with courage through
to mark out a new Course of Domestic Amusement.

Then is one thing you may be sure of; it cannot be
greater to my little Sister Cora! And as a good
husband you are bound to remedy this, and you
must get a good woman—such a happy, nice girl
but an experienced woman. And you must get
Mrs. Dayton or Mrs. Gray soon to hand up one for you.
I mean to come over to see you some day, and if you
know the Cora’s.

Now for the Factory. We shall along a fort
of property. Mrs. Wide has been getting pots by this
time. I am sure at present there has been a wide
the difficulty of having early measurements for that known
getting. Thank it finished at once.

Carrie is going to give her love to Mother
10 Killie, to buy the help & to move about in July
it will be late in the month. She goes on the 28th &
to the bugs & the bugs, I will remain about 2mo.
and when停止 miss. Arrangements to get Waller
6th as soon as the weather is cool enough to allow
a visit to the City. Manhattan halfback. Must come
here. I wish there a chance to talk over by
the house.

Mr. Boddington,

Mrs. Cora

Mrs. Cora